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DIEDRICH CLEANING  
& RESTORATION

MASONRY RESTORATION CLEANERS

101 Masonry Restorer Super Concentrate

Envirestore 100™

707X Limestone Cleaner Pre-Rinse

Diedrich 101 Masonry Restorer combines acids and a biodegradable detergent into a powerful cleaner for masonry surfaces. 

airborne dirt, atmospheric carbon, rust, mildew, algae, fungus, exhaust residue, industrial pollutants, weathering discoloration, 
 

pools, clay tiles, asbestos and slate shingles, some limestones, metal and wood. (For Indiana Limestone, use 707X or 808X 
alkaline cleaners and 707N after-rinse.) 

For Professional Contractor Use Only.

This product is perfect for the environmentally conscious architect and historic 

preservationist who wants to eliminate harsh acids. It is a citric based gentle 

restoration cleaner – safer, environmentally friendly, now made more effective 

and blended slightly stronger to take on a wider variety of surfaces. It depends 

on the action of citric and phosphoric acid for its 

results rather than harsh mineral acids, making it a  

milder product that poses fewer hazards to workers  

and the environment. Envirestore 100 will not 

over-clean brick and stone. Formulated for  

restoring brick, sandstone, unpolished granite, 

terra cotta and some limestone, this product is 

ideal for maintenance cleaning of dirt streaks and 

stains in strip malls, commercial centers, etc.

 
extremely dirty limestone and sandstone surfaces. It is used with high pressure washing  
equipment, and is most effective on extremely old limestone structures in urban areas 
where exposure to atmospheric pollutants is high. 

Not generally effective for restoration cleaning of brick,  
marble or granite.

Product should not be diluted

Suggested Dilution Rates
1 Part Product Up to 3 parts water

1 Part Product Up to 10 parts water, depending on degree of  
accumulated dirt and method of application and rinse

Suggested Dilution Rates
Typical Coverage Rates:  
150 to 200 sq. ft./gal.

Typical Coverage Rates:  
150 to 200 sq. ft./gal.

Typical Coverage Rates:  
75 to 125 sq. ft./gal.
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